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1. WHAT IS ARESLOOK? 

An add-in called AresLook allows you to register or save incoming and outgoing emails in 
Outlook. The information contained in the email will be stored as metadata in an Ares document. 

Buttons are easily accessible and quickly visible, under Outlook “Message” tab.   

  

Please note that documents sent by Areslook are also displayed under “Recent”' documents list of 
the sender and the creator. Incoming documents saved by Areslook appear in the creator's list. 

“External transmission” function (explained in Ares User guide) is closely linked with Areslook 

for outgoing emails. 

Areslook may be used with other applications via HRS. Please note that you must use at 

least Areslook 3.7/ 3.8 in order to be able to continue to use HRS along with Areslook.   

You must use at least AresLook 4.0 to be compatible with Windows 10/ MS Office 2016. 

AresLook 4.7 is compatible with Office 365 (desktop). 

For security reasons, you must insert your EU Login password when you perform an action (« 
save and assign to », « Manual registration » ou « Register & Send ») for the first time, during the 
same session. 
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– Registration: Assign registration to*: Assigns an e-Signatory task (AL-FWUP) to a person 

('person') or a virtual entity ('Virtual Entity') for registration:  compulsory operation.  

Type the first letters (or the complete name) of the person/virtual entity and click on 

. Corresponding results are displayed in the drop-down list. The system 
displays at first the users from your DG, in alphabetical order. Double-click on the entity or 
select it from the arrows of your keyboard and press [enter].  If you will do the registration 
yourself, assign a registration task to your name (or your virtual entity).  
Note: all Outlook contacts are available in the list. But, if you select a person who is working 
outside of the Commission or a functional mailbox, they will not be accepted by the system. 

– You may type Instructions. 

– Please assign the filing task or do the filing immediately: Assign the filing task to: a filing task 
(CLASS) must be asssigned to a person or a virtual entity, with or without instructions. Insert 
a person or a virtual entity. If you leave it blank, the system will automatically assign a filing 

task to you. The system displays at first the users from your DG, in alphabetical order. 

– You may file the document in one of your favourite files (You must first have imported your 

favourite files in Ares via  button. More details under 1.3.1): tick the corresponding 
file: 

 

(4) Click on <Save> to confirm. You receive a confirmation: 

 
If you close Areslook window without saving, a confirmation is required:  

) 

(5) A corresponding saved document is created in Ares. A follow-up AL-FWUP task is sent 
to the user you have specified earlier under Assign registration to field:   
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2.3. Summary: Areslook incoming email: body and attachments  
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 The automatic creation of virtual entities is blocked for incoming mails. Through 'manual 
registration' or 'save and assign to' procedure, the behaviour is identical to the behaviour for 

external entities. The system checks if there already is a corresponding entry in the virtual 
entity, based on the email address, i.e. the system checks whether the email address is 
identical. If no virtual entity is found using the email address(es), then the field will be blank 
(no automatic virtual entity creation when the document is saved). You are informed (or the 

person doing the quality control) that one or more virtual entities have been defined in the 
initial email and it is up to you to decide whether to create them.  

 When creating an email, if the field 'from' is filled with a name that is different from the name 
of the user currently using Areslook, the system checks if the user has received a delegation to 

work 'on behalf of'. Consequently, if you are not a member of a functional mailbox, you 
cannot register documents through Areslook on behalf of this mailbox 

 Areslook requests the subgroups in a distribution list to be expanded before sending the email.  

 Commission and executive agencies (for which the NoReply address is no longer used): the 

functional mailbox is shown rather than its technical name. 

 To prevent any blocking, please avoid to use Areslook with Office option File > Save&Send 
> Send using email > Send as attachment.  

 

3.2. Summary: body and attachments of Areslook outgoing email 
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